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1 Introduction

The Nandinagari script has been proposed for encoding in Unicode (see L2/16-310). The encoding model requires additional attention because of a method of conjunct representation that is not found in Indic scripts of the same general structure. This document describes the types of conjuncts used in Nandinagari and provides some models that may be used for representing these special conjuncts. The author requests that experts review the document and provide comments, such that the encoding for Nandinagari may progress.

2 Overview of conjunct forms

Nandinagari conjuncts are rendered in various ways. Usage of atomic and other distinctive ligatures is the most common method. As in Devanagari, some letters exhibit special behavior. The letter 𑮸 is rendered as repha when C₁ and as ra-kāra when C₂. The letter 𑮷 takes a post-base form when C₂, similar to Bengali. Half-forms of C₁ are used when the letterform allows for truncation of descendents.

Lines 1 and 2 of the above folio read as follows:

"dha·rmā·ya . jñā·ya . a·vai·rā·gyā·ya . a·dha·rmā·ya . a·jñā·ya . ? nī· ? pa·pū·jāṃ . a·tha·prā·ṇa·pra·ti·ṣṭhā·pa·nam . a·su·nī·the ."
The following orthographic syllables found in the above lines illustrate the types of conjunct forms used in the script:

- **ligatures**: जन, ष्ठा
- **half-form**: स्वा
- **repha**: रमा
- **ra-kāra**: प्रा
- **post-base ya**: ग्या
- **repha and post-base ya**: र्या

Another common method of representing conjuncts in Nandinagari is to join the consonants of a cluster using an extension of their headstrokes, or by causing each letter in the cluster to touch the right edge of the previous letter. In both cases, the constituent letters retain their nominal shapes. Such an orthography for conjuncts is meaningful because as a general convention, headstroke connections in Nandinagari are restricted to an **akṣara** (orthographic syllable) and do not extend to neighboring syllables. The headstroke connects vowel / consonant letters and spacing dependent vowels of an **akṣara**, while individual **akṣara-s** are separated by spaces (see the folio above). Following the conventions of the script, a group of letters connected by a single headstroke, or a group of letters with touching bodies is an indication of membership in an **akṣara**.

The above folio contains two touching conjuncts, shown in blue. The ट्टा **fita** occurs in कट्टनम and the ल्पा **lpa** occurs in कल्पनम.

Most conjuncts can be expressed as either ligatures or as touching forms. For instance, the cluster दा दा + दा may be rendered as both द्दा and द्दा. In such cases, above-base and below-base non-spacing dependent vowel signs attach to the left-most letter. Top-right vowel signs attach to the top-right edge of the first letter. Left-side vowel signs naturally are placed after the left-most letter.

As these types of ‘touching’ conjuncts do not occur in Devanagari or scripts with headstrokes, an encoding model must be defined for Nandinagari, which enables representation of all forms of conjuncts.
3 Possible models

3.1 ‘Regular’ conjuncts

The non-‘touching’ conjuncts, hereafter called ‘regular’ conjuncts, may be represented in Nandinagari by following the Devanagari model. These ‘regular’ conjuncts are rendered by default as atomic and distinctive ligatures, and in some cases using half-forms of C₁. These may be produced by placing virama after each letter in a cluster:

\[ C, (\text{virama}, C)^* \]

Examples of atomic and distinctive ligatures:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{jña} & \rightarrow \langle J, \text{virama}, N, A \rangle \\
\text{dda} & \rightarrow \langle D, \text{virama}, D, A \rangle \\
\text{lla} & \rightarrow \langle L, \text{virama}, L, A \rangle \\
\text{sṭa} & \rightarrow \langle S, \text{virama}, S, T, A \rangle \\
\end{align*}
\]

A ligature may be formed using a half-form of C₁ if the letterform provides an opportunity for modification, i.e. removal of the right descender. This type of ligature may be produced with the following letters:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{gna} & \rightarrow \langle G, \text{virama}, N, A \rangle \\
\text{śva} & \rightarrow \langle S, \text{virama}, V, A \rangle \\
\text{ska} & \rightarrow \langle S, \text{virama}, K, A \rangle \\
\end{align*}
\]

When \( YA \) is final in a cluster it is represented by default using the post-base form \( \text{virama} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{gya} & \rightarrow \langle G, \text{virama}, Y, A \rangle \\
\text{tya} & \rightarrow \langle T, \text{virama}, Y, A \rangle \\
\text{dmya} & \rightarrow \langle D, \text{virama}, M, A, \text{virama}, Y, A \rangle \\
\text{yya} & \rightarrow \langle Y, \text{virama}, Y, A \rangle \\
\end{align*}
\]

The letter \( RA \) is rendered by default as \( \text{repha} \) when \( C₁ \), and as \( \text{ra-kāra} \) when non-initial:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rma} & \rightarrow \langle R, \text{virama}, M, A \rangle \\
\text{pra} & \rightarrow \langle P, \text{virama}, R, A \rangle \\
\end{align*}
\]

With the above rules for \( RA \) and \( YA \), the following are the normal interactions for the letters when they are occur together in a cluster:
3.2 ‘Touching’ conjuncts

There are a few feasible encoding models for ‘touching’ conjuncts:

1. **Non-final consonants as conjoined forms**  
   There does not appear to be a requirement to render special conjoining forms of the initial letter in a cluster. Therefore, it may be possible to consider the initial and all non-final letters as ‘conjoining’ forms in a ‘touching’ conjunct with the final letter as the ‘base’. In Devanagari, the conjoining form of $C_1$ is requested by placing $\text{方才}$ after *vibhanga*. The meaning of the sequence would change in Nandinagari:

   $C, (\text{方才 vibhanga}, \text{方才 vibhanga}, C_1)^*$

   It would be used as follows:

   
   $dda  \text{方才 vibhanga,方才 vibhanga,方才 vibhanga}$

   $dda  \text{方才 vibhanga,方才 vibhanga,方才 vibhanga}$

2. **Non-initial letters as conjoined forms**  
   Treat each non-initial letter in a cluster as a conjoining form. Following the specification for Oriya, it may be possible to use $\text{方才}$ before *vibhanga* for producing conjoined forms:

   $C, (\text{方才 vibhanga}, \text{方才 vibhanga}, C_1)^*$

   Accordingly:

   $dda  \text{方才 vibhanga,方才 vibhanga,方才 vibhanga}$

   $dda  \text{方才 vibhanga,方才 vibhanga,方才 vibhanga}$

3. **New control characters**  
   Encode a special *vibhanga*-like character for specifically producing ‘touching’ consonants. For sake of discussion, this character is given the generic shape $\text{方才}$ and the name ‘vibhanga-2’. It would be used as follows:

   $dda  \text{方才 vibhanga-2,方才 vibhanga-2,方才 vibhanga-2}$

   $dda  \text{方才 vibhanga-2,方才 vibhanga-2,方才 vibhanga-2}$